CUSTOMER HIGHLIGHTS

Preparing Students for
Success through Writing

Magnolia School District, California

SNAPSHOT

When Magnolia School District wanted to find a way to improve writing
proficiency for their students, they turned to Thinking Maps for help. A Thinking
Maps district since 2007, they added Write from the Beginning … and Beyond
to their implementation in fall of 2010.
Hanan Thornton, Assistant Superintendent of Educational Services, explains,
“Writing was one of the first priorities I was asked to focus on when
I joined the district in 2009. Since teachers were already familiar with
using the Maps, Write from the Beginning was a natural choice for us.”

GIVING STUDENTS A VOICE

Magnolia School District
•

9 Schools (K-6)

•

300 Teachers

•

6,400 Students

•

50% English
Language Learners

•

88% Free/Reduced
Lunch
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Anytime you can give students

- Hanan Thornton,
Assistant Superintendent
of Educational Services

A WHOLE-DISTRICT WRITING INITIATIVE
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of writing, including WFBB sessions
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Beyond is the only writing instruction

deliver

the
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the district is using apart from their
core reading/ELA program. The district
“Our scope and sequence gives us the WHAT we need to teach,

has created a scope and sequence

but Write from the Beginning is the HOW.”

and pacing guide to define the writing

- Hanan Thornton, Assistant Superintendent of Educational Services

prompts and topics and ensure that they
are meeting all writing standards.

BETTER THINKING, BETTER WRITING
Since implementing WFBB, Hanan

responses.” In a recent classroom visit,

But the two programs really complement

has noted a marked improvement in

she observed students who were given

each other. WFBB has added a lot of

the quality of writing she has seen from

a writing prompt automatically and

depth to our Thinking Maps work and

Magnolia students. “We’ve seen a lot

independently bring out blank journals

made our implementation stronger.”

of growth in student writing,” she says.

and start creating Maps before they

“Our students are showing a lot more

began to write on the computer. “It’s

independence in terms of their ability

really developing their thinking skills.
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to synthesize responses. Their writing
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for teachers. Students are now starting

especially since seeing the results. All
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online; Hanan reports seeing a steady

and WFBB. One unexpected advantage

increase in student logins. “Our staff

of implementing WFBB is how well it has

worked really hard to build a community

reinforced their Thinking Maps practice.

around Thinking Maps to support reading

“Initially, I was a bit concerned about

comprehension, problem solving in math

starting the WFBB training because I

and now writing,” she says. “We’re

was afraid we weren’t using Thinking

empowering

Maps deeply enough. I thought maybe

thoughts on the page and giving them

we would need to shore up Map use first.

tools for future academic success.”
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